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Ms. Lauren Smith
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson St.
Seattle, WA 98104
Re: WSBLE Draft Environmental
Impact Statement
Dear Ms. Smith:
On behalf of the American Waterways Operators (AWO), I appreciate the opportunity to
comment on the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions (WSBLE) draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS).
AWO is the tugboat, towboat, and barge industry’s advocate, resource, and united voice for
safe, sustainable, and efficient transportation on America’s waterways, oceans, and coasts. Our
industry safely and efficiently moves over 665 million tons of cargo each year, including more
than 60% of U.S. export grain and significant bulk and containerized cargoes transported along
the Pacific Coast. Sixteen AWO member companies are headquartered in Washington, and
many more operate tugboats, towboats, tank barges, and deck barges in Washington waters.
Towing vessels move tens of millions of tons of freight every year on Washington waterways,
reducing congestion on the state’s highways and railroads while producing fewer pollutants
than trucks and trains. In addition, harbor and ship assist tugboats perform shipdocking, tanker
escort, and fueling services in Washington’s harbors and ports.
AWO has serious concerns about the bridge alternatives for the Interbay/Ballard segment of
the WBSLE as outlined on pages 38 & 39 of the DEIS. Alternative IBB-1a, IBB-1B, and IBB3 would each create a serious obstruction to navigation in the Lake Washington Ship Canal
(LWSC). Multiple AWO members are located east of the Ballard Bridge, and they would be
severely harmed by these alternatives. The proposed bridges would introduce a vertical
navigation clearance limit where one does not currently exist and a potential horizontal
navigation clearance limit, if not properly aligned with the Ballard Bridge.
Impeding marine traffic through the LWSC could shutter businesses who depend on the
waterway for their operations. This would extend to the numerous businesses throughout the
Pacific Northwest and beyond that depend on marine transportation to get their goods to
market. It would damage Washington’s thriving export trade and impair delicate supply chains.
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The proposed alternatives would also cause undue harm to communities in Alaska that depend
on barge transportation for essential goods like food and fuel.
AWO strongly supports alternatives IBB-2a and IBB-2b. Building a tunnel beneath the LWSC
would provide minimum impact to vessel operators and the industries and communities they
serve while allowing Sound Transit to expand the regional light rail system. Constructing a
tunnel would not interrupt maritime operations, and a completed tunnel would not impede safe
navigation of the LWSC.
For the Duwamish Segment of the WSBLE, as outlined on pages 10-12, AWO’s comments
complement the letter sent from Pacific Merchant Shipping Association (PMSA). We oppose
the DUW-2 alternative. The northern crossing of the Duwamish Waterway and Harbor Island
would interrupt operations at Terminal 5 and displace important maritime businesses. The
southern crossings represented by preferred alternative DUW-1a would be less disruptive to
maritime operations. Furthermore, avoiding additional obstructions, such as guideway
columns, would limit disruptions to maritime companies who operate on the Duwamish.
The DEIS process requires an examination of the impacts to commercial resources.
Alternatives IBB-1a, IBB-1B, and IBB-3 would harm Washington’s $38 billion maritime
economy as well as the wider regional economy. The report should also consider the
environmental impact of shifting freight off the waterways and onto landside modes. Barge
transportation emits 30% less greenhouse gas emissions than rail and more than 1,000%
less than trucks. If this plan displaces barge operators, those emission reductions would be
eliminated, increasing the carbon intensity of transportation in the Pacific Northwest.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on an issue that is of great importance to AWO
members. The decision will impact local maritime companies, their customers, the regional
and national economy, and the supply chain. AWO would gladly answer any questions or
provide further information.
Sincerely,

Peter Schrappen
Vice President – Pacific Region

Calvin Nutt, PE
Manager Engineering
Northwest Division

BNSF Railway Company
44 S. Hanford St, Building C
Seattle, WA 98134
Telephone 206-625-6150
Calvin.Nutt@bnsf.com

April 28, 2022
WSBLE Draft EIS Comments
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 S. Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-2826
RE: West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Draft Environmental Impact Statement
BNSF Railway Company is pleased to provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions (WSBLE) Project.
Some key priorities from the attached comment sheet are listed below.
1.

Any proposed alignment that is over, under, adjacent to or on BNSF property has the potential to impact BNSF’s
operations and maintenance. It is BNSF’s priority that these situations be avoided in the design of the WSBLE as
much as possible.
2. Some of the noteworthy concerns we have observed in the concept plan set include:
a. Proposed alignments through SODO Busway appear to encroach on BNSF right of way and the tracks
that are on them are not addressed on the concept plans. BNSF has not approved removal of track on
this property.
b. Duwamish Segment Option DUW-1a - the biggest concern of this segment is the proximity of the
alignment to the BNSF operable bridge over the West Duwamish waterway. It will impact BNSF’s ability
to operate and maintain this bridge.
c. Duwamish Segment Option DUW-2- the biggest concern with this option is that it has 2 structures over
the mainline track which would be more restrictive and likely more disruptive to BNSF operations than
the other options.
d. Chinatown International District Segment options CID-1a and 1b appear to be quite impactful to BNSF
track structure and tunnel and present feasibility and constructability issues while option CID-2a - 5th
Avenue Shallow Option is least impactful to BNSF and is preferred.
e. South Interbay Segment Options SIB-1 and SIB-3 alignments are in close proximity to BNSF tracks while
SIB-2 is not therefore SIB-2 is preferred by BNSF.
f. Interbay/Ballard Segment Options IBB-1a, 2a and 2b alignments appear to be more impactful to BNSF
tracks where they begin on the Interbay end therefore BNSF prefers the alignments of options 1b and 3.

BNSF appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on the DEIS concept plans and look forward to future
discussions regarding this proposed project.
Respectfully,
Calvin Nutt
Manager Engineering
BNSF Railway Company

During review of the concept plans for the proposed West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension projects
there are numerous options/alignments that impact BNSF tracks and right of way.
In general BNSF has standards and procedures for dealing with and processing proposed agency
projects. The general comments 1-8 below refer to the standards and processes that apply to every
location that the WSBLE project impacts BNSF track and right of way.
General comments that apply to all segments:
1. BNSF opposes any WSBLE infrastructure that inhibits current alignments and operations as well
as any that restrict future expansion prospects.
2. BNSF expects that WSBLE will clear-span BNSF right-of-way in locations that it must cross it.
3. BNSF has concerns about geotechnical impacts to existing track and structures caused by
proposed WSBLE structures and tunnels.
4. BNSF requires 3rd party review of proposed structures that could create geotechnical loading
impacts on BNSF track/structures.
5. Infrastructure that may create geotechnical impacts on BNSF track/structures will require
monitoring for movement during and after construction.
6. Any shoring that may be necessary on or near BNSF property must be designed and processed
per the BNSF/UP guidelines for temporary shoring.
7. Utilities that must be relocated and impact BNSF property must be designed and permitted per
the BNSF utility accommodation policy.
8. Any structures over BNSF ROW must be designed and processed through BNSF in per the
BNSF/UP guidelines for railroad grade separation projects.
Additional comments by segment/option:
Sodo segment:
Options SODO-1a, 1b, 2 Referencing sheets L50-GSP718, 1218, 118, 618, 716, 116, 616 - alignment
along SODO Busway and proposed SODO Station
BNSF is concerned that the proposed alignment along the SODO busway appears to encroach on
BNSF property rights. There are existing tracks to the west of Sodo busway that are not called out
on the concept plan but appear to be impacted. BNSF has not approved removal of track on this
property.
Duwamish Segment:
Option DUW-1a-Reference sheets L50-GSP119, 120, 121, 122, 130- Version DUW-1a
Specific areas of concern:
Adjacent to and over BNSF tracks along SODO busway at Franz Bakery and over and adjacent to the 7th
Ave lead where it crosses 6th Ave, it crosses over BNSF mainline near Spokane Street, It crosses over the
south leg of the West Seattle Wye and the BNSF tracks near Colorado Ave, It crosses the BNSF track very
close to the east end of the bridge over the West Duwamish waterway and it crosses BNSF track along
West Marginal Way.
The biggest concern of this segment is the proximity of the alignment to the BNSF operable bridge over
the West Duwamish waterway. It will impact BNSF’s ability to operate and maintain this bridge. Second
biggest concern is the proximity of substructure to the BNSF mainlines where it crosses near Spokane
Street as this will have constructability issues and likely to cause service interruptions to mainline traffic.

Option DUW-1b - Reference sheets L50-GSP619, 620, 621, 622, 630
Specific areas of concern:
Adjacent to and over BNSF tracks along SODO busway at Franz Bakery and over and adjacent to the 7th
Ave lead where it crosses 6th Ave, it crosses over BNSF mainline near Spokane Street, it crosses over the
south leg of the West Seattle Wye and the BNSF tracks near Colorado Ave and it crosses BNSF track
twice along West Marginal Way.
The biggest concern is the proximity of substructure to the BNSF mainlines where it crosses near
Spokane Street as this will have constructability issues and likely to cause service interruptions to
mainline traffic.
Option DUW-2 - Reference sheets L50-GSP719, 720, 721, 722, 730
Specific areas of concern:
Adjacent to and over BNSF tracks along SODO busway at Franz Bakery and over and adjacent to the 7th
Ave lead where it crosses 6th Ave. This is different from versions 1a and 1b in that instead of having 2
adjacent structures forming a wye at Franz Bakery the south leg is off a different branch line to the
south. There are two crossings over the mainline near Spokane Street that are close together. It crosses
BNSF tracks at Colorado Ave and possibly on BNSF property rights between Colorado Ave and Alaskan
Way and west of Alaskan Way. It crosses BNSF tracks and encroaches BNSF property rights between the
east and west Duwamish Waterways.
The biggest concern with this option is that it has 2 structures over the mainline track which would be
more restrictive and likely more disruptive to BNSF operations than the other options.

Delridge Segment:
A review of the conceptual plan set does not indicate that this segment encroaches on any BNSF right of
way.
West Seattle Junction Segment:
A review of the conceptual plan set does not indicate that this segment encroaches on any BNSF right of
way.

Chinatown International District Segment:
CID-1a- 4th Ave Shallow Option - reference pages L50-GSP715, 714, 713
Specific areas of concern:
This option has significant potential conflict with BNSF track structure and Seattle Tunnel. The profile on
the concept plans do not specifically call out the BNSF track and tunnel but they are definitely impacted.
BNSF has concerns/doubts as to the feasibility of this concept from a constructability standpoint.

CID-1b- 4th Ave Deep Option - reference sheets L50-GSP515, 514, 513
Specific areas of concern:
This option has significant potential conflict with BNSF track structure and Seattle Tunnel. The profile on
the concept plans does not specifically call out the BNSF track and tunnel but they are definitely
impacted. BNSF has concerns/doubts as to the feasibility of this concept from a constructability
standpoint.

CID-2a- 5th Ave Shallow Option- reference sheets L50-GSP 115, 114, 113
Specific areas of concern:
Option CID-2a is the least impactful to BNSF of the options in the Chinatown International District.
While there could be some subsurface impacts that would need to be addressed, this option is further
away from BNSF than the others and is preferred.

Downtown Segment:
DT-1 5th Avenue Harrison Street Alternative - reference sheets L50-GSP112, 111, 100, 101, 102, 103
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concerns of impacts to BNSF from Option DT-1 are ventilation shaft and entrance structure
that appear to be in close proximity to BNSF tunnel. Any design/construction that is in close proximity
to BNSF tunnel would require 3rd party review and monitoring to determine any possible adverse
impacts.

DT-2 6th Avenue /Mercer Street Alternative - reference sheets L50-GSP712, 711, 700, 701, 702, 703
Specific areas of concern:
There are not any BNSF conflicts that were apparent in reviewing this alignment.

South Interbay Segment:
Option SIB-1 Galer Street StationCentral Interbay Alternative reference sheets L50-GSP104, 105, 106,
107
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concern about this option SIB-1 is the close proximity the alignment is to the BNSF tracks in
the area of the Interbay Golf Center, possible property encroachments and inhibit future expansion.

Additionally, changes to surface traffic patterns and the potential for increased trespassing activity will
have a negative impact on BNSF operations.

Option SIB-2 Prospect Street Station 15th Avenue Alternative reference sheets L50-GSP304, 305, 306,
307
Specific areas of concern:
There were not any BNSF impacts that were apparent in reviewing this alignment. This is BNSF’s
preferred option for the SIB segment.
Option SIB-3 Prospect Street Station Central Interbay Alternative reference sheets L50-GSP704, 705,
706, 707
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concern about this option SIB-3 is the close proximity the alignment is to the BNSF tracks in
the area of the Interbay Golf Center, possible property encroachments and inhibit future expansion.
Additionally, changes to surface traffic patterns and the potential for increased trespassing activity will
have a negative impact on BNSF operations.

Interbay/Ballard Segment:
Option IBB-1a Preferred Elevated 14th Avenue Alternative- reference sheets L50-GSP108, 109, 110.
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concerns with this alignment are that it starts in close proximity to BNSF tracks at Interbay
Station, Crosses BNSF tracks at Blewett Way and crosses BNSF ROW on 14th AVE north of NW45th St.
Option IBB-1b Elevated 14th Avenue Alignment Option (from Prospect Street Station/ 15th Avenue)
reference sheets L50-GSP808, 809, 810
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concerns with this alignment are it crosses BNSF tracks at Blewett Way and crosses BNSF
ROW on 14th AVE north of NW45th St.
Option IBB-2a Preferred Tunnel 14th Avenue Alternative reference sheets L50-GSP208,209,210
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concern with this alignment is that it starts out in close proximity to BNSF tracks near
Dravus. Because it is a deep tunnel it may be less impactful at the Blewett tracks.

Option IBB-2b Preferred Tunnel 15th Avenue Station Option reference sheets L50-GSP-508,509, 510
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concern with this alignment is that it starts out in close proximity to BNSF tracks near
Dravus. Because it is a deep tunnel it may be less impactful at the blewett tracks and ROW at NE45th.
Option IBB-3 Elevated 15th Avenue Alternative reference sheets L50-GSP308, 309, 310
Specific areas of concern:
The primary concern with this alignment is that it crosses BNSF tracks near W Emerson.

April 28, 2022
WSBLE Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 South Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington 98104
Sent via email to WSBLEDEIScomments@soundtransit.org
Dear Ms. Swift,
On behalf of NAIOP Washington State, the Commercial Real Estate Development Washington
State (NAIOP) and our more than 1,000 members, we are writing to provide comments on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension (WSBLE).
This project represents a 100‐year decision for the City of Seattle and Puget Sound region, and
will no doubt connect Seattle in ways that will transform the city for decades to come. It also
comes with more than a decade of construction, displacement and acquisitions that must be
taken into consideration by the Sound Transit Board of Directors to arrive at the best alignment
and station locations.
NAIOP and its members are strong supporters of transit infrastructure and the tangential
opportunities they create for transit‐oriented development and sustainability.
The following comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) are made with
this support in mind, but also with our strong concern that construction methodologies be
properly explored to minimize impact on businesses, residents, workers, and visitors and that
those impacts which are unavoidable are adequately mitigated.
Construction Impacts, Displacement & Mitigation
Perhaps most importantly, much more detailed information is needed to truly understand the
cumulative construction impacts throughout the WSBLE alignment. This includes station and
tunnel construction timing and phasing, street closure phasing / duration, detailed information
on impacted businesses and displacement, mitigation for businesses that will likely be forced to
close and plans for pedestrian, transit and traffic detours. Operating without this base‐line level

of information for all alternatives makes it virtually impossible to make informed decisions on a
preferred alignment.
The DEIS also must include an accurate assessment of likely construction projects throughout
the alignment prior to and during WSBLE construction. The DEIS erroneously states,
““[c]onstruction in or near roadways typically requires lane closures, detours, and traffic delays.
Interactions among two or more concurrent construction projects can intensify these
impacts. However, most reasonably foreseeable future actions that can be reliably identified at
present would be completed or near completion before the WSBLE Project construction would
begin.” Transportation Report, pg. 11‐1 (emphasis added). This is highly inaccurate and will lead
to a mis‐aligned construction management plan and subsequent street closures.
The DEIS also states that “Except where noted, the sequencing of construction activities was not
assessed for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, and some of the impacts described in
this section may occur simultaneously. Detailed construction planning, including sequencing, will
be provided in later phases of the environmental analysis once project design is sufficiently
advanced.” Transportation Report, pg. 4‐114.) This is also not acceptable and will not lead to a
planning outcome that minimizes impacts on downtown and in WSBLE neighborhoods. Sound
Transit must account for how WSBLE construction and sequencing, and associated impacts, will
most definitely inform which of the WSBLE alignments are best suited for the city.
As arguably the largest infrastructure project to be constructed in Seattle’s history, Sound Transit
and the City of Seattle need to go beyond business as usual and traditional practices when
considering a robust mitigation program. Business owners, residents, property owners and
stakeholder groups should be involved as a mitigation approach and construction management
plan is transparently prepared. We support the DSA’s concept of a Steering Committee that
would meet this need.
With this in mind, mitigation should at minimum acknowledge:


Impacts on transit routes during construction. This includes closure of the streetcar for
multiple years as well as major transit corridors such as Westlake Avenue, 4th Avenue,
4th Avenue South, Pike Street, Pine Street, and Madison Street.



Multi‐year closures of major streets throughout downtown Seattle will create
irreparable harm to businesses and property owners along these routes. This cannot be
mitigated with “businesses are open" signs or simple marketing programs. Realistic
solutions must be brought to the table.



While increasing transit and transit‐oriented‐development will ultimately improve
Seattle’s affordability and accessibility, residential displacements will contribute to the
lack of housing and Seattle’s housing unaffordability in the near term.
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In addition, we ask Sound Transit to detail plans for maintaining vehicular, pedestrian,
commercial load zones, three‐minute load zones and delivery/loading dock access to buildings
for instances when a street closure effectively walls off a building’s only access point for one or
more of these modes.
For example, access to downtown sidewalks is paramount for residents, workers and tourists,
which also impacts direct access to downtown businesses. The introduction to the
“Construction‐Related Roadway Modifications” attachment to the Transportation Report says,
“[r]oadway closures could also include short‐term or long‐term closure of sidewalks. Extent and
duration of sidewalk closures will be coordinated with the City of Seattle in later phases of
project development.” Transportation Report, pg. N.1E‐1.
The DEIS is the time to fully analyze the “extent and duration” of downtown sidewalk closures
to ensure appropriate mitigation is considered and applied. This is equally the case for bicycle
lane impacts and street detours.
Downtown Tunnel Construction
Sound Transit states “Tunnel and underground station construction may involve tunnel boring
(using twin or single tunnel boring machines), cut‐and‐cover construction, or sequential
excavation mining.”
However, there is no information in the DEIS that describes the difference in impacts between
these construction approaches. Each station located along a tunnel alignment has only one
identified construction methodology, leaving the public with no information to evaluate how a
different construction methodology might change the corresponding impacts.
As such, Sound Transit should evaluate different construction approaches for the new transit
tunnel under downtown Seattle and all underground stations currently assumed to be
constructed using a cut‐and‐cover approach. This information should be prepared and presented
to the public before the Final EIS is prepared so the public can provide input on the trade‐offs
associated with different construction approaches and better understand the extent of
mitigation required.
It seems employing a single‐bore tunnel methodology could present different station access and
construction opportunities and could potentially minimize anticipated impacts at surface‐level,
but it is not possible to assess the trade‐offs of either method ‐ both positive and negative ‐
without more information.
If Sound Transit has already studied all possible construction methods, we ask that the findings
be made public and information shared on how the Agency landed on dual‐bore as the only
feasible option.
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Land Use Planning Near Future Station
The DEIS also does not consider the City of Seattle’s Office of Planning and Community
Development’s Industrial Lands DEIS and future work, which will (by design) add density to
industrial areas surrounding the future WSBLE stations.
OPCD states they expect to adopt new regulations in early 2023, which means new projects
would be built/finished by the time the WSBLE construction starts. The WSBLE FEIS needs to
account for this reasonably foreseeable change in density and include those volumes in its
analysis.
Station Design
Downtown’s built environment is densely developed and heavily utilized, as are the Ballard and
West Seattle neighborhoods. Large station headhouses that may be more easily accommodated
in other parts of the region create an outsized impact in downtown and our neighborhoods –
not just during construction, but in perpetuity.
Sound Transit should prioritize station design in these areas that:




Creatively and positively integrate into the existing environment by employing design
principles that are minimally invasive to the existing neighborhood character;
Avoid displacement and condemnation by exploring opportunities for public / private
partnerships and maximizing below‐grade station functions
At bare minimum ensures station configuration and footprints are tailored specifically
to support a dense urban core environment.

We urge Sound Transit to look at station design not through a simple “do no harm” lens, but
instead as a world‐class design opportunity that will add to the fabric of each neighborhood’s
built environment.
We thank Sound Transit for the opportunity to comment and will continue to work with both
Sound Transit and the City of Seattle to ensure this project results in a high‐quality transit service
that serves the people of Seattle and the Sound Transit district for the next 100 years.
Sincerely,

Peggi Lewis Fu
Executive Director
NAIOP Washington State
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April 28, 2022
WSBLE Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 South Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington 98104
Sent via email to WSBLEDEIScomments@soundtransit.org
Dear Ms. Swift,
On behalf of the Seattle Marine Business Coalition (SMBC) we are submitting comments on the
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS).
SMBC is a coalition of Seattle marine businesses and industry stakeholders with a common goal
to grow and sustain the marine industrial business sector in Seattle.
Collectively, the maritime industry, including the members of SMBC provides more than 60,000
direct, good-paying jobs and over $38 billion in economic impacts to our state annually.
Thousands of these jobs and billions of dollars of economic impact from our industry are
generated along the proposed Ballard to West Seattle light rail line, which will move through the
maritime trade, commercial fishing and manufacturing spine of the region. It will traverse two
Manufacturing Industrial Centers (MICs), run adjacent to the homeport of the North Pacific
Commercial Fishing Fleet, as well as the Port of Seattle’s container terminal facilities. We
appreciate the need to provide more efficient and equitable transportation options in our growing
region, including along the Ballard to West Seattle corridor. With that said, great care must be
given to minimize short-and-long-term disruptions to maritime activity in the area. Many of
these operations are water dependent and cannot relocate elsewhere in our region.
Based on the information presented in the DEIS, we support the following:
Interbay/Ballard Segment
SMBC supports modifying Sound Transit’s current preferred alternative to identify a tunnel
alternative as the preferred alternative moving forward. Between the tunnel alternatives, we
support the Preferred Tunnel 15th Avenue Station Option (IBB-2b) as the preferred alternative.
The DEIS details that the current Preferred Elevated 14th Avenue Alternative is now estimated to
cost as much as $1.6 billion, bringing it within the range of the two preferred tunnel alternatives.
This makes it ever more difficult to justify support of elevated alternatives that would have
significantly more impact on the surrounding community than a tunnel alternative. This includes
disruption and displacement of maritime businesses located on Salmon Bay that will find it
difficult if not impossible to relocate and interference with marine traffic on the Lake
Washington Ship Canal essential our region’s economy. The February 2022 determination by the
United States Coast Guard on the navigation impediments that would be caused by the elevated
alternatives for the Ship Canal should be cause enough for Sound Transit to modify its preferred
alternative to a tunnel alternative.

Importantly, development of the Interbay/Ballard segment must preserve today’s freight and
transportation capacity on 15th Avenue and connecting freight routes through Ballard and
Interbay, which serves as a critical lifeline for the City’s manufacturing and industrial sector. The
Ballard-Interbay MIC is an important urban industrial center with a diverse mix of businesses. It
includes some of the city’s most productive working waterfront, wharfs, shipyards, railyards,
manufacturing and industrial businesses, and the Port of Seattle’s Fisherman’s Terminal and
Terminals 90 and 91. Integration of the Interbay/Ballard segment along this corridor must
maintain existing freight and transportation capacity essential to these businesses and facilities.
SODO Segment
More analysis is needed in the Final EIS to fully assess the impacts to freight mobility and
account for growth at port container terminals. There is limited information about the impact rail
has on freight mobility, limited analysis of day-time traffic impacts when freight is at peak use,
and no cumulative effects analysis of the impacts on the interconnected Ballard-Interbay MIC
and Greater Duwamish MIC.
Duwamish Segment
We oppose the North Crossing Alternative (DUW-2) as the preferred alternative for the
Duwamish Segment. This alternative stands to have significant and lasting impacts on the port,
marine, and industrial facilities located along the North Crossing route. This includes the
Northwest Seaport Alliance’s recently improved facilities at Terminal 5 and Terminal 18 and the
surrounding network of maritime and industrial facilities that are waterfront dependent and
impossible to relocate from their existing locations.
While a south crossing of the Duwamish is strongly preferable, both the Preferred South
Crossing Alternative (DUW-1a) and the South Edge Crossing Option (DUW-1b) have impacts
that should be further evaluated and addressed as design of a south crossing progresses. This
includes impacts to BNSF facilities, marine facilities, in-water columns, and the West Duwamish
Greenbelt. We strongly urge more attention be paid to this section and all possible design
modifications pursued to minimize or mitigate these impacts.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS. We welcome the opportunity to
continue to engage in this process, particularly in the effort to further study the impacts of this
latest link extension on the ability of the maritime industry to continue to create jobs and
opportunities for businesses and workers across Seattle and our region.
Sincerely,

Peter Tarabochia
Board President
Seattle Marine Business Coalition
seattlemarinebusinesscoalition.org
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April 28, 2022
WSBLE Draft Environmental Impact Statement Comments
c/o Lauren Swift
Sound Transit
401 South Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington 98104
Sent via email to WSBLEDEIScomments@soundtransit.org
Dear Ms. Swift,
On behalf of the Washington Maritime Federation (WMF) we are submitting comments on the
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extensions Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). WMF
is an industry-led statewide association representing the diverse maritime interests across
Washington State.
Collectively, the maritime industry, including the members of WMF provides more than 60,000
direct, good-paying jobs and over $38 billion in economic impacts to our state annually.
Thousands of these jobs and billions of dollars of economic impact from our industry are
generated along the proposed Ballard to West Seattle light rail line, which will move through the
maritime trade, commercial fishing and manufacturing spine of the region. It will traverse two
Manufacturing Industrial Centers (MICs), run adjacent to the homeport of the North Pacific
Commercial Fishing Fleet, as well as the Port of Seattle’s container terminal facilities. We
appreciate the need to provide more efficient and equitable transportation options in our growing
region, including along the Ballard to West Seattle corridor. With that said, great care must be
given to minimize short-and-long-term disruptions to maritime activity in the area. Many of
these operations are water dependent and cannot relocate elsewhere in our region.
Based on the information presented in the DEIS, WMF supports the following:
SODO Segment
More analysis is needed in the Final EIS to fully assess the impacts to freight mobility and
account for growth at port container terminals. There is limited information about the impact rail
has on freight mobility, limited analysis of day-time traffic impacts when freight is at peak use,
and no cumulative effects analysis of the impacts on the interconnected Ballard-Interbay MIC
and Greater Duwamish MIC
Duwamish Segment
We oppose the North Crossing Alternative (DUW-2) as the preferred alternative for the
Duwamish Segment. This alternative stands to have significant and lasting impacts on the port,
marine, and industrial facilities located along the North Crossing route. This includes the
Northwest Seaport Alliance’s recently improved facilities at Terminal 5 and Terminal 18 and the
surrounding network of maritime and industrial facilities that are waterfront dependent and
impossible to relocate from their existing locations.

While a south crossing of the Duwamish is strongly preferable, both the Preferred South
Crossing Alternative (DUW-1a) and the South Edge Crossing Option (DUW-1b) have impacts
that should be further evaluated and addressed as design of a south crossing progresses. This
includes impacts to BNSF facilities, marine facilities, in-water columns, and the West Duwamish
Greenbelt. We strongly urge more attention be paid to this section and all possible design
modifications pursued to minimize or mitigate these impacts.
Interbay/Ballard Segment
WMF supports modifying Sound Transit’s current preferred alternative to identify a tunnel
alternative as the preferred alternative moving forward. Between the tunnel alternatives, we
support the Preferred Tunnel 15th Avenue Station Option (IBB-2b) as the preferred alternative.
The DEIS details that the current Preferred Elevated 14th Avenue Alternative is now estimated to
cost as much as $1.6 billion, bringing it within the range of the two preferred tunnel alternatives.
This makes it ever more difficult to justify support of elevated alternatives that would have
significantly more impacts on the surrounding community than a tunnel alternative. This
includes disruption and displacement of maritime businesses located on Salmon Bay that will
find it difficult if not impossible to relocate and interference with marine traffic on the Lake
Washington Ship Canal essential our region’s economy. The February 2022 determination by the
United States Coast Guard on the navigation impediments that would be caused by the elevated
alternatives for the Ship Canal should be cause enough for Sound Transit to modify its preferred
alternative to a tunnel alternative.
Importantly, development of the Interbay/Ballard segment must preserve today’s freight and
transportation capacity on 15th Avenue and connecting freight routes through Ballard and
Interbay, which serves as a critical lifeline for the City’s manufacturing and industrial sector. The
Ballard-Interbay MIC is an important urban industrial center with a diverse mix of businesses. It
includes some of the city’s most productive working waterfront, wharfs, shipyards, railyards,
manufacturing and industrial businesses, and the Port of Seattle’s Fisherman’s Terminal and
Terminals 90 and 91. Integration of the Interbay/Ballard segment along this corridor must
maintain existing freight and transportation capacity essential to these businesses and facilities.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS. We welcome the opportunity to
continue to engage in this process, particularly in the effort to further study the impacts of this
latest link extension on the ability of the maritime industry to continue to create jobs and
opportunities for businesses and workers across our state and the Pacific Northwest.
Sincerely,

Chad See
Board President
Washington Maritime Federation
206-284-2522 | chadsee@freezerlongline.biz

